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Abstract. We prove a natural encoding scheme to be intractable (by showing it UR-complete, 
a technique which may be used when 21 problem does not yield to a proof of NP-completeness). 
This is the first non number-theoretic: problem that is UR-complete but not known to be 
NP-complete. We also redefine UR-completeness (henceforth referred to as PR-completeness) 
in probabilistic terms thus making the notion conceptually simpler. Our result suggests that 
PR-completeness may be a more widely applicable technique than WC’S previously believed. 
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1. Introduction 
A well accepted notion of tractability of a computational problem is the existence 
of a polynomial time algorithm for it. The most widely used method for establishing 
evidence of intractability pi a pl-oblem in NP is a proof of NP-completeness. 
However, certain problems in NP which appear to be intractable have resisted all 
attempts to be proven NP-compiete. To establish evidence of intractability of some 
number theoretic problems of this kind, Adleman and Manders [l] defined the 
class of unfaithful random complete (UR-complete) problems. Their work was a 
significant attempt to use arguments based on randomness to show intractability 
of problems not kr,own to be NP-complete. In open problem No 5 of their-paper, 
they ask for an example of a non number-theoretic problem that is UR-complete 
but not known to b/z NP-complete. In this paper we give an example of such a 
problem. This proh?em arises naturally in the study of encoding schemes. 
We redefine U %:on:pi~teness using probabilistic polynomial time Turing 
machines, thus makmg it easier to understand and apply. Henceforth, we shall 
refer to this notion as probabic’istic potynomial completeness (PR-completeness ). 
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InfortnaQy, a problem is PR-complete if there is a probabilistic polynomial time 
Turing machine that transforms an NP-complete problem into this one. 
2. PR-c9mplet9ness 
We define probabilistic polynomial reduction using probabilistic polynomial 
Turing machines, which were introduced by Gill [6]. h 
kfhdtfon 2.1. A probabilistic polynmnial time Turing machine is a deterministic 
Turing machine whose transitions may depend on the flip of an unbiased coin. A 
computation of T[x] that results front a particular sequence of K coin flips has 
probability 1 /2K. 
I)efinifion 2.2. A 5 PRR (A is PR-re{Jucible to B) iff there exists a probabilistic 
icoin flipping) polynomial time Turing machine T and a positive fraction 6 s 1 such 
that 
4 1) Vx [x E A --, T[.x ]E B] l this means that, on an input X, T will flip coins to 
prrrducc an output y. The output y can depend on the sequence of coin flips but 
it will dcfinitcly be in R 1. 
d.9 Vs [x&A + T[x] & B with probability at least S]. 
Adlcman and Manders’ definition [l] of UR-reducibility is equivalent to the 
definition of PR-reducibility for the case S = 1. Having 6 as a parameter in the 
definition of PR-completeness instead of fixing it at $ makes PR-reductions closed 
under composition. The distinctive feature of this reducibility is that T is allowed 
to c’rr. ix., it can mistakenly output T[.u] E B on input s & A. 
Definition 2.3. A problem in NP is PR-complete if every NP problem can be 
PR-reduced to it. 
Clearly. every polynomial-time reduction is also a PR-reduction. Consequently, 
every NP-complete problem is aIso PR-complete. We show in Lemma 2.4 that 
PR-reductions are closed under composition. So, if A and B are in NP, if A is 
PR-complete and if A flc PR B, then B is also PR-complete. 
I .eon-ma 2.4. PR-reciuctictrzs arc closed urzdcr compositiorl. 
Prmf. Suppose A - _. fDK B and B 5 rRC. Let T1 and T-, be the probabilistic pofy- 
trmial time Turing machines, and S1 and & the fractions associated with these 
reductions. Let T1 0 T2 represent the probabilistic polynomial time Turing machine 
th:at i)n input .Y computes TJT,[x]]. Since the computations of T1 and T-, are 
d~pcndcnt events, it is easy to see that A K _ PRC using T1 0 &, the associated 
king fi,fi: cthir; is illustrated in Fig. 11. 
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Fig. 1. PR-reductions are closed under composition. 
Adleman and Manders [2] proved that ii a UR-complete problem A were 
decidable by a Turing machine having polynomial expected running time, then so 
would every problem in NP (i.e., A E AR + NP = AR)? In Theorem 2.5 we present 
their proof as applicable to PR-complete problems. NP = AR is widely believed to 
be impossible since this would imply the unlikely consequence that every NP 
problem has polynomial size circuits [3]. So, PR-complete problems should not be 
decidable even in polynomial expected running time. Thus a proof of PR-compl:tr=- 
ness is evidence of intractability under the assumption NP f AR. 
Theorem 2.5. If A is PR-complete and A E AR, then NP = AR. 
Proof. Let B be any set in NP. Since A is PR-complete, B spR A. Let T and S q 
be the probabilistic polynomial time Turing machine and fraction associated with 
A his reduction. 
Suppose A E A R. Then A E R. Therefore there is a probabilistic polynomial time 
Turing machine T’ which accepts each element of A with probability at least $, and 
rejects all elements of A. Composing T’ with T gives us a probabilistic polynomial 
time Turing machine T 0 T’ which accepts all elements of 8 with probability at 
least l/(26), and rejects all elements of B. By running T 0 T’ several times we can 
boost the probability of accepting elements of B to i. So B E R, and B E Co-R. 
So we have VB, B E NP + B E Co-R. Thus NP E Co-R. Since Co-RE Co-NP, 
NP c Co-R 5 Co-NP. But Nk c Co-NP + NP = Co-NP. Thus NP = Co-R = Co-NP. 
Also Co-R = CO-NP + R = NH). Therefore NP = R = Co-R = AR. 
3. ENCODING BY TM is PR-complete 
The following problem arises naturally in the study of encoding schemes. 
‘A set A is said to be in R if it is accepted by a probabilistic polynomial time Turing machine which 
accepts each element of A with probability at least i and rejects all element of A’. A set A is in Co-R 
if A is in R. dR = R n Co-R. Every problem in ilR is decidable by a Turing machine having polynomial 
expected running time. 
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BY m 
Two strings x, y E (0, 1, 2, a; p}*, positive integer K. 
Is there a Turing machine M with K or fewer states that on input x 
generates y in Iyl steps (i.e., in real time)? 
( 1) We require that M has a single read-write tape that initially contains 
the input X. 1M is positioned on the left-most symbol of X. 
(2) 1M also h as a single write-only output tape on which it can print 
at most one symbol in each step. In order to print y in Iyl steps, ik2 
must print one symbol of y in each step. 
(3) x may b[e viewed as a ‘hint’ that enables M to generate y. 
(4) For another interpretation of ENCODING BY TM, see at the end of 
Section 5. 
We show that this problem is PR-complete. All our attempts to prove it NP- 
complete have failed. The PR-completeness proof is conceptually simple whereas 
WC expect that even if an NP-completeness proof is found, it will be very involved. 
Theorem 3.1. ENCODING FPY TM is PR-complete. 
Proof, We probabilistically transform the following NP-complete problem (proved 
to hc NP-complete in Section 4) into ENCODING BY TM: 
E~~~r~rsrz BY FST ( fimle state transducer) 
Iss t ASW: Two string: x and y on (0, 1, 2}* such that ix- I= Iy I, a positive integer 
K. 
Or v+r~ow Is there a finite state transducer M with K or fewer states that outputs 
y on input x? 
C( WMf s I : We require that, on each transition, IV reads one (input) symbol and 
produces one (output) symbol. 
/In instance (s, y, K) of ENCWDING BJ. r’ST is transformed into the instance 
4~ r, y -- r, K I of ENCODING BY TM w!,ere 
- r is a random string of length 100/s /I on {a, p}*, 
- 6~ and p are new symbob, and 
- ; the concatenation operator. 
Ckarly this reduction can be achieved by a probabilistic polynomial time Turing 
machine. Next, WC show that this is a PR-reduction with 8 = i. 
If a K-s?ate FST M can output y on input x, then we can demonstrate a K-state 
1’%! .%f’ that produces y 2 r on input s 0 r : Simply add two new transitions from 
each state hack t o itself; one reads CY and outputs cy, the other reac;ls p and 
outputs p. 
We next show that if there is no K-state FST that produces y on input x, then 
for at least 5 of the 2’1i”” ” choices of r there is no K-state TM that produces y 0 r 
3 ri steps. A K-state TM that does not reverse its head movement 
and produces its output in real time is essentiallv a K-state FST. 
-state FST that produces y on input K, then any K-state TM iW 
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that produces y 0 r on input x 0 r must reverse its head movement while transforming 
x to y. So AP reaches r on the input tape after it has already started writing r on 
the output tape. If r is ‘truly random’; then reading some preceding symbol of Y 
does not help AZ’ in predicting the next symbol. We will show that at least half the 
possible choices of r are ‘so random’ that they cannot be produced by a K-state 
TM. Since AP is reading only that part of r which it has already produced, we can 
get an equally powerful machine M”, by not supplying r on the input tape and 
instead installing on the input tape of M’ a new write-only head which exactly 
duplicates the actions of the output head while it (the output head) is outputting r. 
This new machine AP’ is only given x as input and is required to output y 0 r. 
So, for each choice of r, a different machine is needed. Consequently, the number 
or” different strings of the form y 0 r that can be output by K-state machines like 
AP cannot exceed the number of different such K-state machines. Let us give an 
upper bound on the number of different K-state machines. 
From any given state there can be 6 transitions depending on the symbol (0, 1, 
2, CY, p or blank) being read. So there are a total of 6K transitions in the machine. 
Any such transition can go to any of the K states (K possibilities), move each of 
the three heads left or right (8 possibilities), and make each of the three heads 
print a symbol (6” possibilities). So, the number of possibilities for a transition is 
at most 6°K. Hence the number of different machines is at most (638K)hK. This 
is less than half the total number of possible strings of length 1001x 1’ (since we can 
assume that K s [xl). 
Thus, for at least half the possible choices for Y there is no K-state TM that 
produces y 0 r on input s 0 r in ly 0 rl steps. This completes the proof that ENCCXXVG 
RY TM is PR-complete. 
4. ENCODING BY FST is NP-complete 
We first restate the problem. 
ENCODING BY FST (finite state transducer) 
INSTANCE: 
QCJESTION: 
CO~~MF.NT: 
Two strings x and y on (0, 1,2}* such that 1x1= Iy 1, a positive integer 
K. 
Is there a finite state transducer 1M with K or fewer states that butputs 
y on input x? 
We require that, on eack transtion, M reads one (input) symbol and 
produces one (output) symbol. 
Theorem 4.1. ENCODING BY FST z’s NP-complete. 
Proof. It is easy to see that ENCODING RY FST is in NP. A nondeterministic 
algorithm simply guesses an FST with K or fewer states, and checks in polynomial 
time that it produces y on input x. 
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A modification of Dana Angluiin’s reduction given in [4, Theorem 31 would prove 
~NCOB~NG BY FST NP-complete. However, for our purposes the following shorter 
reduction suflices. We transform ~UONOTONE 3SAT [5] into ENCODING BY FST. 
An arbitrary instance of MONOTONE 3SAT is given by a set X = {x1, . . . , x,} of 
variables, and a set C = {CI, . l l , c,) of clauses. Each clause contains either 3 negated 
vmiables or 3 unnegated variables. The transformed instance of ENCODING BY FST 
consists of strings x and y on (0, 1,2}” and a bound K = 2n + m + 1. 
In our model an FST reads exactly one input symbol (say a) and produces exactly 
one output symbol (say 6) on each transition. We denote such a transition by a 16. 
Moreover, we know a priori that the FST must output the jth symbol of y while 
reading the jth symbol of x. So while the FST is reading a substring (Y of x, we 
know exactly which substring p of y it will output. We shall call such a pair of 
substrings of x and y a ‘segment’ and denote it by cw -,p. 
Let M be any FST with K or fewer states that produces y on input x. The initial 
ggmcnt of x and y of length 2K (=6n + 202 + 2) enables us to number the states 
of M This initial segment is 
1 K 1 1 1K-I 1 3 lK-l o f-1 o. 
Plsticc that now M must have exactly K states. Furthermore, M munt c;Je through 
s51esc K states twice while processing this segment, and finish in the start state Q! 
‘The remaining states can be numbered from 1 to K - 1 in cyclic order. 
The remaining segments of x and y are such that while processing each one, M 
must start in q. and end in qO. So these segments can be concatenated in any xder, 
and WI /resent them separately. 
We would iike to command M to advance any number (say j) of steps 
without knowing its current state. However, the 110 transition in the chain of 
I! 1 transitions prevents us from achieving this by the input sequence 1’. So we 
2 transitions in M which uniformly cycle through all the states in the same 
order as the transitions on 1. This is done by adding one segment to force each 
_ l transition: 
and 
forces M to start processing this segment in state j. 
At this point each state has a transition on 0 and a transition on 1. The states 
of M are grouped into three categories which determine the transitions on 2. These 
catqories arc (see also Fig. 2): 
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W Funnel-states: states 0 to n and 2n + m -!- 1 ro 3n + m. 
(b) Clause-states: states n + 1 to n + m. 
w Variable-states: states n + m -I- 1 to 2n + m. 
2 lctruth-value> 
, ,-I’ , 
A-’ 
f ’ / 
8’ 
/ 
,’ 
I 
Fig. 2. States and transitions of FST. 
L 
Note. Clause cj corresponds to state qn_,+ and we shall denote this state by ci,,~. 
Similarly, variable xi corresponds to state qn+m+i which is denoted by Xj,Mn 
We force a 2 12 transition in M from each funneLstate to qo. These transitions 
are used later at the ends of some segments to enable M to return to (70. The 
segments which force these 2 12 transitions are 
1’ 2 lK -I l--, 1’ 2 P-’ 0 forO&in and2n+w+lGs 
212 
3n + m (to force q1 - qJ. 
The remaining segments of x and y can be viewed as two devices: uariabbe- 
selecting device and consistency-checking device. 
The variable-selecting device picks a variable from each clause. TO pick Xj from 
ci, it forces a 2 12 transition from clause-state Ci,M to variable-state Xj,.W- This is 
accomplished by adding a segment for each variable XI NOT occurring in clause Ci* 
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This segment ensures that the 212 transition from clause-state c~,~ does not end 
up in variable-state x1.M. The segments are 
1 n-i 2 ~Zfl--l 1 2 ~ lrl+i 2 22n-I 1 0 forl<i~mandls 
kn such that XI 
does not occur in ci. 
Sotice that if the 2 12 transition from clause-state cI’,M were to end up in variable-state 
.x~_,~, M would be in state qK_l when it reads the second-last symbol (1) of this 
segment. So M will output a 0 instead of a 1. We shall prove later that after the 
second last transition of this segment, M will be in one of the funnel-states. So M 
will return to state q. after the 2 IO transition. 
The consistency-checking device verifies that the variable-selecting device did 
not pick literal xi from one clause and Zj from another. Thus it makes certain that 
there is a truth assignment which satisfies all the selected literals, and therefore all 
the clauses. This is accomplished by adding one segment for each clause: 
1 “‘I 2 2 lKe 1 1 + lnei 2(truth-value) l”-’ 0 for 1s i < m 
whcrc 
0 
(truth-value) = 
if ci contains negated variables, 
1 otherwise. 
Clear!+y, strings x and y can be constructed from the given instance of MONOTONE 
3SAT in polynomial time. 
Claim 4.2. C is satisfiable ifl there is arl FST with K or fewer states that px*educes 
v 011 irqwt s. 
Proof. Suppose t :X + {T, F) is a satisfying truth Pssignment for C. We show how 
to construct the required FST, M. M will have K states, and the transitions of 
these states on 0 and 1 are as explained in the construction. Similarly, the transitions 
of the funnel-states on 2 are also forced. For each clause, ci, we pick a variable, 
x,, which appears as a true literal in ci under truth assignment t. A4 has a 2 12 
transition from c,_,~~ to x’~,,~~. Lastly, if .I-, is true under t, M has a 2 1 1 transition f-ram 
.t,_tf to ytI, else M has a 2 ! 0 transition from +xQ,~ to q(,. It is easy to check thst A4 
produces F on input s. 
Suppose M is an FST with M or fewer states that produces v on input X. M 
jnust have exactly K states, and the transitions of all states of M on 0 and 1 and 
of the funnel-states on -2 are forced as explained in the construction. The variable- 
sciecting device forces a 2 i 2 transition from the clause-state, cj,M, to some state, 
y. The consistency-checking device requires that 4 has either a 2 10 transition or a 
2 T 1 transition. Since _M is deter,ministic and the funnel-states and clause-St&es 
&cad) have 2 2 transitions, the only candidates for q are the variable-states. The 
~kMz-selecting device ensures that q cannot correspond to a vari:lble net occurr- 
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Y? in ci. Hence 4 corresponds to a variable occurring in ci. Moreover, the con- 
sistency-checking device forces a 2 11 (2 IO) transition from 4 if ci contains only 
unnegated (negated) variables. So we set xi to true (false) if there is a 2 11 (2 IO) 
transition from Xj,Ma Now every clause’has a true literal, and so C is satisfiable. .
5. Open problems and discussion 
Techniques based on randomness have been effectively used in the past to give 
probabilistic algorithms for problems whose combinatorial structure was not well 
understood. Similarly, PR-completeness provides -z method for proving the intract- 
ability of NP problems whose combinatorial relationship to NP-complete problems 
is not well understood. Previous to this paper, PR-completeness had been used 
only for number-theoretic problems. Our result sugges,s that PR-completeness 
may be a more widely applicable tool. 
Ladner [S] proved that under the assumption P # NP, there is an infinite hierarchy 
of problems which are neither NP-complete nor ‘in P. ENCODING BY TM may very 
well be such a problem. This leaves open the problem of proving that under a 
suitable assumption the class of PR-complete problems is a proper superset of the 
class of NP-complete problems; which we conjecture ii is. 
We further conjecture that the techniques introduced in this paper can be used 
to prove that ENCODING RY TM remains PR-complete even if modifield as follows: 
(a) Allow the TM to run for a polynomial number of steps in the length of the 
output. 
(b) Require that the output be polynomial in the length of the input. 
(4 Both (a) and (b). 
ENCODING BY TM is useful not only as an encoding scheme but also in the 
following way: Kolmogorov [7] defined the degree of randomness of a string J 
w.r.t. a string x to be the number of states in the smallest Turing machine which 
produces y on input X. Clearly, the problem of determining tFIe degree of random- 
ness of a pair of strings is undecidable. Levin [9] suggested that this definition 
would be more natural and useful if we put a polynomial bound (in Ix.1 apd iyI> on 
the running time of the Turing machine. In particular, if we require that the Turing 
machine outputs y in real time (i.e., in \yl steps), then the problem of determining 
the degree of randomness of y w.r.t. x is equivalent to ENCODING BY TM. In this 
context, open problem (b) assumes even greater importance. 
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